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Agency and Employee Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of Sweet to ensure that all documentation meets the standards of
Federal and State Medicaid guidelines in order to receive reimbursement for all services
provided by our employees. It is also Sweet’s responsibility to make sure that systems
are in place to prevent fraud. These systems include the use of GPS location attached to
documentation software, quality assurance audits, and the use of electronic
documentation/billing software.
Sweet employees are responsible for providing a detailed and accurate recounting of their
work with our clients by writing contact notes. This includes always ensuring that dates
and times of services provided are exact, as well as a comprehensive note of the service
provided. Different services have slightly different documentation guidelines for their
contact notes, so it is important to follow each standard’s specific procedures. Failure to
accurately document or intentionally falsify documentation will result in termination at
Sweet. In addition, employees may face Federal and State misdemeanor and felony
charges. Employees who commit Medicaid fraud are also liable to civil penalties.

How Sweet Documents
Sweet utilizes an electronic documentation system for all contact notes, risk tracking,
some client specific goal tracking, client events, and employee time worked
documentation. This electronic documentation system includes GPS location services
for community support services, as required by Federal law, to ensure that the services
are being provided exactly where the contact notes states they are. Billing data is pulled
directly from the contact notes that were entered by the employee, converted into a file
format that Indiana Medicaid accepts, and uploaded to Indiana Medicaid’s billing portal.
If there is not a contact note entered for a session or contact, then the employee
will not get paid for that interaction. There is an old adage in the social work world
that holds truth; if you didn’t document it, it didn’t happen.
Other required documentation, such as behavior support plans, music therapy plans,
recreational therapy plans, high risk plans, and behavior tracking data, is created in word
processing and spreadsheet programs and stored on Sweet’s secure servers.
Certain community support services, such as PAC, respite, supported living services, and
behavior supports require that some paper documentation remains at the site of the
service. This documentation is stored where the client, their other service providers,
and/or their legal representative would like. We always recommend a secure location for
this documentation to be stored. However, since we provide these services to individuals
in their own home, it is ultimately up to the client and/or their legal representative where
the documentation is kept.

The 8-Minute Rule
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Since Sweet is a Medicaid provider, we follow the 8-minute rule when we are documenting
time spent working with a client. Medicaid services that Sweet provides are divided into
15-minute “units” for billing purposes. Since not all treatments can be perfectly divided
into 15-minute increments, the 8-minute rule exists to determine how many units you
should bill for in those cases. It is referred to as the “8-minute rule” because it’s the
minimum length of service that you must provide in order for Sweet to bill Medicaid and
get reimbursed for the service. In other words, we round up to 15 minutes if we provide
a service for 8 minutes or more and round down when we provide a service less than 8
minutes. For a 15-minute unit to be billed, you must perform a service for at least 8
minutes.
Here is a handy chart that breaks down exactly how this looks by the minute if you were
performing a service for a client for an hour and a half:
At 8 minutes, you can bill:

1 unit

At 23 minutes, you can bill:
At 38 minutes, you can bill:
At 53 minutes, you can bill:
At 68 minutes, you can bill:

2 units
3 units
4 units
5 units

At 83 minutes, you can bill:

6 units

If this sounds complicated, no worries. The electronic documentation system tabulates
everything for you. The important thing to remember is to make sure that you are
spending at least 8 minutes on a service for every 15-minute unit that you document in
order for you to keep an accurate accounting of your time and for us to bill ethically.

Contact Notes Documentation Standards
Contact notes are pieces of documentation that record all interactions related to a client’s
services provided by Sweet. Contact notes are recorded in Sweet’s web-based electronic
documentation system.
When writing a contact note, it needs to be detailed enough for a person who does not
know the client to read it and have a basic understanding of what occurred during that
time. Alternately, contact notes need to be written so that you as a professional could
read a note ten years from when it was written and be able to speak basically about what
happened during that time. Contact notes are not only for billing purposes, but also inform
treatment decisions, track progress, note important medical and social events, and
provide a historical record of exactly what occurred during the session. In other words,
contact notes are not just for Sweet to get reimbursed, but for you, the professional.
Each service provided by Sweet has different documentation standards when it comes to
contact notes. We will break down the differences by service in a bit. Let’s look at some
general standards at Sweet first:
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● Use third person perspective. Avoid using first person language to ensure that
your notes are professional and client based. First person uses pronouns such as
“I, we, me, us, and you” and gives a personal account of events. For the purpose
of contact notes, use third person perspective with pronouns such as “he, she, it,
they, them, her, and him.” This gives an outsider point of view and makes it easier
for you to remove your personal bias. For example, instead of referring to yourself
as “I” or “we”, refer to yourself as “this writer” or your job title (behavior consultant,
music therapist, DSP, recreational therapist, etc.).
● Keep contact notes objective. Avoid using your opinions or venting when writing
contact notes. Objective writing is based on facts and observations while
subjective writing is influenced by personal feelings. To be objective, you should
ask yourself:
o Who was involved?
o What happened?
o Where did it happen?
o When did it happen?
o What did they say or what did you hear?
o What did they do and what did you see?
o What did you do and what did you say?
If necessary, you can include your interpretation of events after explaining the
facts. By doing this, your writing supports your claims.
● Leave out unnecessary details and filler. Avoid adding content into your contact
notes without clear purpose or intent. Your documentation should reflect the hard
work taking place to meet the client’s goals or providing the service. Before starting
a contact note, ask yourself why you are writing it, who will read it, and what will
be done with the information provided. Be sure to include important details, but do
not include unnecessary information. If you are providing therapy services or
behavior support services, it may be helpful to jot down information during and
directly following the session or interaction, but to formally write your notes later in
the day. This will give you time to process the information and prepare your note
objectively. Some folks pride themselves on extremely long contact notes. If you
want to write notes like that and you find them helpful, please do so. Remember,
though, that quality of content is always more important than the length of the note.
● Choose your words carefully. Try to avoid using adverbs in your contact notes.
Adverbs typically express manner, location, frequency, degree, and level of
certainty. They almost always invoke emotion and opinion. Before using a word
that ends in -ly, ask yourself if you are able to use a better description of facts than
implying with an adverb. For example, when notating that the client was “behaving
badly,” describe their actions. What was specifically done by the client? By using
the adverb “badly,” it infers opinion and does not accurately describe the incident.
● Ensure correct grammar and vocabulary. Avoid misspelled words and poor
grammar. These can create an undesirable and negative impression to those
reading your contact notes. Using poor grammar and vocabulary makes it appear
that you are careless when documenting and therefore may be just as careless
with your treatment. Always proofread your notes before submission, use
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spellcheck, and take time to research common grammar mistakes. Some folks find
it helpful to create a tip sheet with correct spellings for frequently used terms in
their contact notes, especially with medical, psychiatric, and medication terms.
Note a client’s appearance or dress only if it is relevant to their treatment.
Avoid value judgements. For instance, “provocative” dress is a subjective
judgement that provides little value. A note stating that the client was not wearing
clean clothing, was wearing clothing that has been looking progressively damaged,
or was not dressed properly for the weather may be relevant.
Be mindful of your own perceptions and biases. Don’t say the client was
aggressive or combative. Instead, objectively itemize the specifics of each
interaction that caused you to feel they were being aggressive or combative. For
instance, “Steven made the comment that he was ‘angry as hell and ready to tan
somebody’s hide’ if he was asked to take out the garbage again.” Another example
would be, “During the session, Steven yelled at his housemate and attempted to
strike them with his hand, but was unsuccessful.”
Always note any important medical or health information if revealed during
the session. If a health, medical, or high-risk issue comes up during your time
spent with the client, then please note this. For instance, if a client’s gait appears
unsteady when they typically walk without issue or if a client mentions a new
diagnosis they recently received.
Remember HIPAA. Do not include any other client or waiver participant’s name in
your contact notes. If you need to note for reference sake another client or waiver
participant, use the person’s initials. It is fine, though, to note staff members, team
members, family members, and others by their full name if you choose.

Let’s look at the standards and expectations for documentation for Community Supports
at Sweet.
Community Supports (PAC, Respite, Residential Services, and Community Habilitation)
Community supports contact notes may be documenting time spent on:
● Assisting with personal care, meals, shopping, errands, scheduling appointments,
chores, and leisure activities
● Assistance with mobility
● Assistance with correspondence and bill-paying
● Escorting the participant to community activities and appointments
● Supervision and monitoring of the client
● Reinforcement of the behavior support plan
● Adherence to risk plans
● Reinforcement of principles of health and safety
● Attending team meetings
● Coordination and facilitation of medical and non-medical services to meet
healthcare needs, including physician consults, medications, and development
and oversight of a health plan
● Administration of medication
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● Assistance with grooming and hygiene
● Monitoring, training, education, demonstration, or support to assist with the
acquisition and retention of skills in the following areas:
o Leisure activities and community/public events
o Educational activities
o Hobbies
o Volunteering out in the community
o Visiting with family and friends
o Developing self-advocacy skills
o Exercising civil rights
● Working with a client to become more independent and integrated in the
community
The specific documentation standards for community supports are:
● All direct support professional documentation is required to be GPS located. In
other words, Medicaid requires that when a DSP works with a client that they have
to sign in to the electronic documentation system as soon as they start working to
show that they have begun work at a particular location. When a DSP stops
working with a client, then they have to immediately enter in all notes while still at
whatever the location they are to prove to Medicaid that the documentation is
accurate. Because of this, all documentation for community supports must
happen before you leave working with the client or immediately after a
meeting.
● Besides writing your contact note, you must also complete any client-related
tracking in the documentation system as well. For instance, if there are goals, then
DSPs must document what goals were worked on and the progress made. Goal
tracking is done by ticking checkboxes and does not have to be included in the
narrative of a contact note. You may also have to complete behavior tracking that
is located in a binder in the client’s home if they are receiving behavior support
services.
● If a high-risk issue arises while working with a client, this needs to be documented
in the incident report section of the electronic documentation system in detail. For
instance, if a client has a high-risk plan in place for dining difficulties and has
trouble swallowing a food item while you are working with them, then this needs to
be noted and what interventions (if any) were needed. Here is an example: “While
eating at McDonalds today, Bobbie had difficulty swallowing a French fry.
Although he chewed it thoroughly, he coughed when swallowing it. Staff prompted
him to drink water. He did so and stopped coughing. There were no further
concerns. Staff notified mother of this incident when client returned home.”
● Contact notes for telephone calls and emails need to have detail as to who the
call/email was with, what exactly was discussed in relation to community supports,
and if any follow up is warranted. It is not acceptable to simply note, “Phone call
with client” or “Email to client’s staff.” If sending an email, some folks like to note
who the email was sent to and just copy and paste the body of the email into the
contact note. For instance, “Staff sent following email to client’s case manager
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about recent goal progress, as requested by the case manager. [Insert body of
email.]”
● Contact notes for meetings also need to have detail as to who was present, what
exactly was discussed, and if any follow up is warranted. It is not acceptable to
simply note, “Quarterly meeting with client’s team.” Be specific and make sure that
your notes link back to the client’s community supports goals or progress during
sessions.
● When working directly with clients for community supports, Sweet likes to use the
following format for all notes:
o Where did the service start? For instance, did you meet the client at their
home? Did you meet the client at the YMCA? Did you meet the client at
day program?
o What was the client doing when you arrived? Were they in the middle of
playing a video game? Were they cleaning? Were they waiting patiently
by the door for you? Were they asleep?
o What did you and the client do during the session? Be specific, but don’t
get lost in detail. For instance, “DSP took client to Kroger’s in Jeffersonville
to go grocery shopping. Client needed minimal assistance finding items
and paid independently.”
o What mood did the client seem to be in and why did you draw that
conclusion? Remember: that we should always use the word “seem” when
speaking about others’ emotions because we aren’t in their head and don’t
know exactly how they are feeling.
o What was the client doing at the end of the session?
Here are some examples of some different types of contact notes for DSPs:
● Contact notes for direct support services:
o “When DSP arrived at Suzanne’s apartment, she was waiting outside on
the steps. DSP transported Suzanne to Kroger’s in Jeffersonville for grocery
shopping, to the laundromat to wash clothing, and to the bank for Suzanne
to get out money. As usual, Suzanne only required minimal assistance with
all of these activities. Once back at her apartment, DSP assisted Suzanne
with putting her laundry and groceries away and with her monthly budget.
Suzanne appeared to be a good mood, smiling and joking with the DSP the
entire time. Suzanne was getting ready to watch TV when the DSP left.”
o “Eric was playing video games in living room when DSP got to house. DSP
spoke to Eric’s mother about client’s school day, which went very well.
Client’s mother left to run some errands. DSP joined client in playing video
games. After an hour, DSP suggested that they take a walk to get some
exercise. Client stated he did not want to, so DSP and Eric played in the
backyard instead. Around 12:15 P, client stated he was hungry. DSP and
client prepared soup and grilled cheese, which Eric suggested. Eric
required assistance with opening can of soup and setting stove
temperatures, but prepared the rest of the meal without assistance. Eric
cleaned up without prompting and went back to playing video games. He
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was doing this when his mom arrived back home and DSP finished shift.
Eric seemed to be in a good mood, laughing throughout and leading the
games played.”
o “DSP arrived to find the client in her room with the door locked. DSP coming
off of shift stated that Carrie became upset about not being able to get ahold
of her dad on the phone. Carrie began crying and stating over and over
again, ‘He just doesn’t want me in his life!’ The previous DSP noted that
she tried to console Carrie, but Carrie said that she didn’t want to talk about
it, went to her room, and locked the door. This DSP knocked on Carrie’s
door to let her know that he was here if she wanted to talk. Carrie said okay
and asked to be left alone. After around a half an hour, Carrie came out
and watched television in the living room. DSP prepared chicken, rice, and
a salad for dinner, Carrie’s choice. Carrie ate it and watched television more
until she asked to go to bed around 10 P. DSP assisted client with shower
and getting prepared for bed. When DSP left, client was sleeping. Carrie
seemed to be in a sad mood. She wasn’t talkative and didn’t smile or laugh,
which is not typical.”
o “When DSP got here, client was asleep in his bed. Around 9 AM, DSP
asked Jason if he wanted to get up. He appeared awake, so DSP assisted
him into his wheelchair and to the bathroom for a shower. DSP dressed
Jason and then made breakfast for him. DSP assisted Jason with eating.
Jason ate half of the food, which is a good amount for him. After breakfast,
DSP put in one of Jason’s Elvis movies for him to watch. Jason seemed
interested, smiling and laughing. After the movie, DSP and client went for
a walk around the neighborhood. Jason’s brother was at home when
returned from walk. DSP filled Jason’s brother in on his day before leaving.
Client appeared to be in a good mood, smiling, making eye contact, and
waving at neighbors during the walk.”
● Contact note for telephone call: “Client’s case manager called DSP to ask about
recent doctor’s appointment. DSP let case manager know about medication
change and follow up appointment date.”
● Contact note for email: “DSP emailed case manager and rest of team to confirm
the quarterly date and time.”
● Contact note for meeting: “DSP participated in emergency team meeting with
client, client’s case manager, and client’s mother to address recent incident of
client burning her hand when preparing a meal without anyone at her home.
Allison stated that the cookie sheet she was using to make a pizza in the oven slid
out of her hand, she wasn’t thinking, and tried to grab the sheet with her other hand
without a potholder on it. This was the first ever incident of Allison burning herself
when cooking. Since it truly appeared to be an accident and resulted in a minor
injury, no interventions are needed or restrictions are appropriate, the team
decided.”

Electronic
Documentation
Professionals

Instructions

for

Direct

Support
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Because of state regulations, all DSPs must log in and start the documentation process
as soon as they arrive to work with the client and then they must log out when they done
working with a client. When DSPs start and end their shift, the electronic documentation
system notes exactly where they are at with GPS coordinates. Please understand that
this has nothing to do with Sweet not trusting our DSPs; it is simply a state requirement.
The electronic documentation system called AccelTrax is web-based. If you have an
internet connection on your phone/tablet/computer, then you should complete all work via
a web browser. If you are working in an area that does not have an internet
connection, then there are different instructions below. Please note that you must
document your location before and after every session; there are no exceptions to
this rule. If you are not sure what to do, contact your supervisor for assistance.

How to Document When You Have Internet Access
The first step is to open up your favorite internet browser and go to:
https://sb.accelcon.com/AccelTrax/
It will take you to a log in screen that looks like this:

Your employee number is given to you by your director. If you ever forget it, you can
contact the billing and payroll coordinator for a reminder. Your password is the last four
digits of your social security number. After entering your employee number and
password, click the Log In button.
You’re in! Now let’s break documentation down step by step.
1. In the top right of the screen, use the Report Time drop down to select Report
Work New. When you do so, this will appear:
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2. The Date Worked will default to the current date. To change this, click on the Date
Worked box and choose the proper date.
3. Click on the Start Visit button.
4. To select the clients (called “Consumers” in AccelTrax, not a term that Sweet
prefers or uses) that you worked with during the session, click on their name so
that it is highlighted in blue. There are multiple ways to search for the client(s) that
you had your session with. Let’s look at the different ways:

a. My List is a list of clients that you work with on a regular basis. To add
clients to My List, click on the text box next to the Search button. Type the
client’s last name in, then click the Search button. Once you have found
your client, click on the Add button to the right of their name. The client will
then appear under the My List tab. Please note: you can only add a client
to My List from the search option.
b. By Site – Use the drop downs to select the Site Type and Site Name. This
will pull up a list of clients within the chosen site.
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c. Search – Enter the client’s last name or client number, then click the
Search button. The clients that match your information will be listed below
in the Search box.
d. Today – The clients that you have worked with on the current day.
e. Past Week – The clients that you have worked with in the past seven days.
5. Find the client(s) for whom you are reporting work and click on their name(s) so
that they are highlighted in blue. You can verify the clients selected by clicking on
the Current Selections tab.
6. Once you have the client(s) names selected, click the Next button at the top of the
screen. This will pull up this screen:

7. Use the drop-down menu to select the Task Code.
8. The hour and minute fields will go away, as the exact time of your shift start will be
recorded.
9. If you have any quick notes about the session, you may enter them in the Note
text box. However, this box is only for quick notes, not full documentation, because
it only gives you one line to write on. You can enter more in-depth notes later on.
This Note section is handy if you just want to jot something quick about the nature
of the session to remind yourself later on. For instance, “PAC services at client’s
home” or “Picked up client at McDonald’s after his shift.”
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10. Also, you have the ability to enter in information about non-medical transportation
on this screen. It is highly unlikely that you will ever enter in transportation
information at this screen because your shift is just starting. Rather, you will enter
in transportation later on when writing your note. However, let’s look at the steps
just in case you use it. By selecting ‘YES’ in the drop box or clicking on the
checkbox in the Non Med Transportation section, it will bring up the following
options:

First, it is important to know that you would only use this section if the type of
transportation you provided was not related to any medical appointments. It’s a
long story, but basically if Sweet provides transportation that is medical, we are
not allowed to bill for it. If you do click on the box or select ‘yes’ from the
dropdown under the question, “Was non-medical transportation provided by
company staff during this shift?” it will allow you to fill out more information. In
the dropdown next to the checkbox, it will ask you if the trip was One Trip (i.e.
taking someone from their home to their job at Kroger and then ending your shift)
or More than one trip (i.e., a roundtrip or multiple trips). After you select one of
those, enter in the pickup location and dropoff location. When writing these, you
don’t have to write a specific address. However, you do want to be clear and
name the specific place rather than being too general. Here are some examples
of what would be acceptable: client’s home, Kroger, Greentree Mall,
Grandmother’s house, YMCA, Perrin Park.
11. Click the Next button. This will bring you to the main Report Work screen with a
summary line of what you just entered. The screen looks like this:
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12. After you do this, you can sign out of AccelTrax and start working with the client. It
will save all of your information automatically, so no worries.
13. When you are done working with the client, sign back in to AccelTrax. It will bring
you to this screen that displays your in progress work:

14. Click the Pencil icon to the left of the row:
from the session:

This will bring up the information
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15. If you transported the client anywhere that was not for a medical reason, complete
the transportation information section. First, it is important to know that you would
only use this section if the type of transportation you provided was not related to
any medical appointments. If you did, click on the box or select ‘yes’ from the
dropdown next to the question, “Was non-medical transportation provided by
company staff during this shift?”This will allow you to fill out more information. In
the dropdown next to the checkbox, it will ask you if the trip was One Trip (i.e.
taking someone from their home to their job at Kroger and then ending your shift)
or More than one trip (i.e., a roundtrip or multiple trips). After you select one of
those, enter in the pickup location and dropoff location. When writing these, you
don’t have to write a specific address. However, you do want to be clear and name
the specific place rather than being too general. Here are some examples of what
would be acceptable: client’s home, Kroger, Greentree Mall, Grandmother’s
house, YMCA, Perrin Park.
16. After entering in any necessary transportation information, hit the Service Note
button and type your detailed service note. If you transported the client anywhere,
note it here as well.
17. Next, hit the Goals button to enter the goals. Click any goal that you worked on
with the client during that session. Here is that screen:
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a. To report on a goal, click on the checkbox next to it. If the entire goal is not
displayed, click on the words Click to Show More to see the rest of the
words of the goal.
b. You will see on the right of the goal the Frequency and the Expected Count.
Frequency is how often the goal should be worked on and the Expected
Count is the amount of times that the goal should be completed.
c. Type in any notes or comments on the goal if you have any.
d. Any goal with a red x next to it is required prior to being able to save or
submit your work.
e. Click on Done.
18. After you finish your note and goals, click on the End Visit button. Do not press
the End Visit until you are ready to end your visit. Pressing the End Visit button
will pull up this screen:
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Clicking on the End Visit button will record your exact time and location of at the
end of your session. If the device that you are using is not able to track your
location, click the box next to Unable to Determine Location. If after your visit,
you need to add something additional to your notes, click the Service Notes button
to do so. In other words, you can always go back to fix mistakes or edit.
19. After you have entered in all service notes and goals and hit the end visit button, it
will bring you back to this screen:

20. You might see a yellow exclamation point
next to the Task Code in the work
session. This means that another employee has entered a work session for the
same consumer with the same task code in a time that overlaps. If you hover over
the exclamation point, you can see which employee is overlapping. This is for
information purposes and will not prevent you from saving your work.
21. Once you have all session information entered in for the day, click the Save Work
button. Save Work functions as if you are signing off on a time sheet and
submitting it to your supervisor. We recommend waiting until all of your sessions
are entered in for the day prior to saving your work.
22. After you hit the Save Work button, you will see this screen pop up for you to enter
in any mileage that you may have used while working with the client:
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Enter in your odometer start and your odometer end for each client if you traveled
anywhere with them during your time working. It will automatically calculate the
total miles traveled in the staff miles and the client miles. The staff miles and client
miles should be the exact same for every client. Staff miles just means the mileage
that you will get reimbursed for and client miles are how we keep track for Sweet
to get reimbursed for the travel through Medicaid. If you did not go anywhere on
during your visit, simply leave the odometer entries blank. When you are done, hit
the Continue Save Work button.
23. You will now see that your work has gone from “In Progress” to “Saved.” If you
need to make any changes before billing is due, click on Edit Not Approved Save
Work to move the time back into your “In Progress” session records. Make your
changes and then be sure to re-save your work.

How to Log-In and Log-Out When You Currently Don’t Have Internet
Access, but Do Have a Smartphone
First, make sure you download the free AccelTrax EVV app from an app store, like Apple’s
App Store or Google Play. To find the app, enter in “AccelTrax EVV” into the app store
search.
If asked to allow location services, click “yes” or “allow.” Allowing the location for the
AccelTrax app will only allow the location for the AccelTrax app and not for anything else
on your device. The way the app works is that it will sync the data to the AccelTrax
website once you are back in an area that is connected to the internet.
Please note that the AccelTrax EVV app only captures location and start/end time. You
still have to log-in when you are connected back to the internet to complete your notes
and submit work to your supervisor.
The first time that you log onto the AccelTrax app, it will ask you for your company ID.
Enter in 245.
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1. Use your Username (employee number) and your Password (the last four digits of
your social security number) to log in.

2. You will be taken to a screen displaying your user list (My List).
3. Click on the checkboxes to the right of the name(s) of the client(s) you are working
with and hit the Start Visit button. That screen will look like this:
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4. Tap on the empty box above the Continue button to display the Tasks at the
bottom of the screen.
5. Scroll through until you find the appropriate Task and then click Continue. That
screen looks like this:

You will get a pop-up asking if you will allow the app to track your location. Location
tracking is required per new Federal Medicaid rules. If you tap on the Allow While
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Using App, you will not be asked this question again. This will not allow for
location tracking on any other portion of your device-only when using the AccelTrax
EVV app.

6. The next screen will display the work records that you have created. This is all
you have to do to start the visit and capture the start time in real time.

7. When it is the end of your time with the client, in real time, click on the blue End
Visit button at the left of each work record. Please note that you don’t have to
have the app open the entire time you are working with the client. In other words,
you can start the visit and log off. You just have to remember to log back in to end
the visit when you are done working with the client.
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8. This will take you to the actions screen next. The actions screen will allow you to
log off, connect to the AccelTrax website to write notes, or clear information.
a. Clear Information will clear your time stamps if your phone has not synced
with the internet since they were started.
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b. Clear All Information will do the same as well, but also clear ou all of your
log-in information, including the company code required when first using the
app.

9. As soon as you are connected to the internet, log onto the AccelTrax website to
write your notes and complete other required data. Please note that all
documentation has to be completed by the end of your workday. In other words,
you cannot wait until the next day to complete notes and submit work to your
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supervisor. The system will lock you out and you will be unable to submit work
without speaking your supervisor.

How to Log-In and Log-Out When You Don’t Have a Smartphone on
You or Access to the Internet
If for some reason you find yourself in a situation where you do not have a smartphone
or a computer/tablet with internet access, you have the option to log-in using just the
telephone. The telephone system was created so that you are able to call in and capture
when you are starting and ending your visit in real time, as required by Medicaid
regulations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call 844-442-9070. When you call, you will have prompts to enter in information.
Enter in Sweet’s company number 245.
Enter your employee number (what you use to log in to AccelTrax).
Enter in the last four digits of your social security number.
You will be asked if you would like to Clock In (press 1) or for EVV (press 2). Press
2.
a. Press 1 to capture your start time or press 2 to capture the end time.
b. If you are starting the visit, you will be asked for the client’s number. If you
don’t know that client’s number before the phone call, make sure to call and
ask your supervisor. Once you enter in the client’s number, it will give the
name of the client. If you need to add another client to the record, press 1
and you will be asked for the next client’s number.
c. To continue without adding another client or after adding all the clients you
are working with, press 2.
d. Enter the Task Code. If you aren’t sure of the Task Code to give, any will
work because you can change this later on.
e. You have successfully created a work record with a time stamp!
f. When ending the visit, call the number above and you will once again be
asked for the company number, employee number, last four digits of your
social security number, and whether you are clocking in or if this is for EVV.
Press 2 for EVV.
i. Press 2 to capture the end time.
ii. You will be asked for the client number. Once you enter this, the
system will tell you the name of the client. If you have been working
with more than one client, press 1 and enter in the other clients’
numbers as well. If there is not another client, then press 2 to
continue.
6. You have now successfully captured the time stamp for your entire session!
Please note that you will need to log into AccelTrax to complete your work record,
write notes, and submit work to your supervisor. Ending the visit in the phone
system does not submit work. If you were not able to start the visit in real time,
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you will be able to change the start or end time when you are on the AccelTrax
website. Please comment in your notes the reason that the time needed to be
changed.

Incident Reporting in AccelTrax
Before going into instructions, it is important to clarify that the incident report section is
for DSPs, music therapists, recreational therapists, and behavior consultants. Anytime
there is a BDDS reportable incident report or other serious event that does not require a
BDDS report, an incident report needs to be completed.
If you are a music therapist, recreational therapist, or behavior consultant, you are
responsible for filing an incident report via BDDS website in addition to reporting the
incident internally. If you are a DSP, you need to complete the incident report in AccelTrax
and immediately follow up with a phone call to your supervisor to report the incident.
DSPs do not need to file an incident report via the BDDS website unless instructed to do
so by a supervisor.
The following types of incidents need to have an incident report filed in AccelTrax AND
an incident report filed using the BDDS website:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Violation of a client’s rights
Alleged, suspected, or actual abuse
Alleged, suspected, or actual neglect
Alleged, suspected, or actual exploitation
Peer-to-peer aggression that results in significant injury by one individual receiving
services to another individual receiving services
6. Death
7. A service delivery site with structural or environmental problem that jeopardizes
the health or welfare of an individual.
8. A fire at a service delivery site that jeopardizes or compromises the health or
welfare of an individual
9. Elopement of an individual that results in evasion of required supervision as
described in the PCISP as necessary for the individual’s health and welfare
10. Missing person when an individual wanders away and no one knows where they
are
11. Alleged, suspected, or actual criminal activity by an individual receiving services
or an employee, contractor, or agent of a provider.
12. An emergency intervention for the individual resulting from: a physical symptom, a
medical or psychiatric symptom, or any other event.
13. Any injury to an individual when the cause is unknown and the injury could be
indicative of abuse, neglect, or exploitation
14. Any injury to an individual when the cause of the injury is unknown and the injury
requires medical evaluation or treatment
15. A significant injury to an individual that includes but is not limited to:
a. A fracture
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b. A burn, including sunburn and scalding, greater than first degree
c. Choking that requires intervention including:
i. Heimlich maneuver
ii. Finger sweep
iii. Back blows
d. Bruises or contusions larger than three inches in any direction, or a pattern
of bruises or contusions regardless of size
e. Lacerations which require more than basic first aid
f. Any occurrence of skin breakdown related to a decubitus ulcer, regardless
of severity
g. Any injury requiring more than first aid
h. Any puncture would penetrating the skin, including human or animal bites
i. Any pica ingestion requiring more than first aid
16. A fall resulting in injury, regardless of the severity of the injury
17. A medication error or medical treatment error as follows:
a. Wrong medication given
b. Wrong medication dosage given
c. Missed medication-not given
d. Medication given wrong route
e. Medication error that jeopardizes an individual’s health and welfare and
requires medical attention
18. Use of any aversive technique, including but not limited to:
a. Contingent exercise
b. Contingent noxious stimuli
c. Corporal punishment
d. Negative practice
e. Overcorrection
f. Seclusion
g. Visual or facial screening
h. Any other technique that:
i. Incorporates the use of painful or noxious stimuli
ii. Incorporates denial of any health related necessity
iii. Degrades the dignity of an individual
19. Use of any as needed (PRN) medication related to a client’s behavior.
In addition to the above, AccelTrax’ incident reporting system is to be used to report the
following types of incidents:
1. As needed (PRN) medication given that is not behavior related. For instance, if a
client is given Benadryl for allergies.
2. Any occurrence of a high-risk issue that is addressed in a client’s high-risk plan.
For example:
§ A client has trouble swallowing.
§ A client who is lactose intolerant chooses to eat ice cream without taking a
Lactaid and has a stomach ache.
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A client with constipation issues tells you that they have not been to the
bathroom in over three days.
Accidents/injuries that require no intervention or basic first aid only. For example:
§ A client is using a stapler and accidently pinches themselves while pushing
down on the stapler. It did not result in breaking the skin, but may have left
a mark or possibly bruise later on.
§ A client is hiking and scratches themselves on a tree branch. All it requires
is washing the scratch, Neosporin, and a Band-Aid.
An event that could have resulted in injury, but did not. For instance:
§ A client is at the office and trips (but does not fall) on a power cord that is
next to a desk. Although the client is not injured, the incident would still
need to be reported so that Sweet is aware of the potential of injury and can
correct it. In the above example for instance, the cord would need to be
removed or rerouted.
§ A client is involved in any type of vehicle accident without injury while riding
in a Sweet employee’s vehicle or a vehicle owned by Sweet.
§ A client is using their rolling walker, one of their legs gives out seemingly for
no reason, and a person holds them up with their gait belt to prevent an
actual fall.
If a client refuses to take their medication. Clients have the right to refuse their
medications. However, this needs to be documented.
A medication documentation error. In other words, the medication was proven to
have been given, but was not documented. This is considered an event worthy of
note, as documentation errors could lead to a medication being passed twice,
which could negatively affect a client’s health.
A behavior that involved a client getting physically aggressive, but not with a peer
(which would require an official BDDS incident report). For instance, a client slaps
a staff member or punches the wall.
Seizure activity.
§

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

How to

How to File an Incident Report in AccelTrax

If a client experiences any of the incidents above, you must file an incident report in
AccelTrax. Certain types of incident reports require specific information included in them.
No one is expected to memorize what information is needed for each type of incident!
Please see the “What Needs to Be in My Incident Report?” sheet in the Appendix of this
policy when you are writing an incident report just to make sure you have all of the bases
Incident Reporting in AccelTrax
covered.
1. From
menu
bar
of select
the screen,
click on and
Consumer
Information
1. Fromthe
the menu
bar at
the at
topthe
of thetop
screen,
Consumer Information
then Incident Report
from the and
drop-down.
then
Incident Report

2. Enter the Consumer Number and click Find. The name of the consumer will be listed under the Consumer
Number box.
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2. Next, enter in the client’s consumer number in the box (this can be found by
searching for the client where you first start a visit or by looking at your My List)
2. Enter
thehitConsumer
and click Find. The name of the consumer will be listed under the Consumer
and
the FindNumber
button.
Number box.

3. This will then bring up a screen that looks like this:

3. Click the Create New button.

4. At the top of the Incident Report screen, enter all known information. The Date Incident Reported and Time
Incident Reported will populate as the time you started this IR record.
5. Enter the Date and Time that the incident occurred.
6. If you know the consumer’s Service Coordinator, click on Service Coordinator to select who that is. Click on
their name so that it is highlighted in blue and then click Use Selected.

This will pull up any incident reports that you have filed on the client in the past.
To create a new incident report, click the Create New button.
4. This will pull up a screen that contains several fields of information to input. Let’s
break it apart by first looking at the top fields of information. Here is what that looks
like:

7. Use the drop downs to select the Type of Incident and Category of Incident.
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Now let’s look at each field in detail:
a. Consumer Name will automatically populate.
b. Incident Location. Clicking on the drop down will give you the following
options to choose from: client’s home, client’s workplace, community, day
program, Sweet office, or other (describe in narrative). Select the location
of the incident.
c. Service Coordinator. Select your director or Sweet’s quality assurance
professional. If you aren’t sure who to select, leave this blank.
d. Date Incident Occurred. List the exact day that the incident occurred, not
when you are writing up the incident report.
e. Time Incident Occurred. List the time that the incident occurred, not when
you are writing up the incident report. If you are unsure of an exact time,
that is okay. Note approximately when it happened.
f. Date Incident Reported. List the date that you are writing the incident
report. Please note that it will automatically default to the current date.
g. Time Incident Reported. List the time that you are writing the incident
report. Please note that it will automatically default to the current time.
h. Type of Incident.
This drop down will bring up two options:
accident/injury/incident event report or high-risk issue. If you are reporting
a high-risk issue, then select that option. All other incidents will fall under
the other category.
i. Category of Incident. This drop down will be different depending on if you
selected “accident/injury/incident event report” or “high-risk issue.” If you
select high-risk issue, it will be a list of over 50 different types of high-risk
issues to choose from. If you select “accident/injury/incident event report,”
it will give you the following options:
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j. Staff Present. This will let you add what staff members at Sweet were
present as witnesses. Click on the Add button next to the blank field and it
will pull up a list of all Sweet employees. Select your name if you witnessed
the incident and any other staff members. Then, hit the Use Selected
button. To remove a person, click on their name in the Staff Present field
and hit the Remove button.

k. Staff Injured. You check this box if a staff member was injured.
l. Client Injured. You check this box if a client was injured.
5. Below those fields, you will see the next fields for narrative to be written:
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Let’s look at each of these fields in-depth:
a. What occurred prior to the incident? What events led up to incident? In
other words, what was happening right before the incident occurred? Be
detailed, but you don’t have to be wordy just for the sake of it. A sentence
or two is fine.
b. Describe Incident. Describe the incident in detail, including any related
medical diagnoses and witnesses present. Be detailed enough for a person
who was not there to have a clear picture of what happened. After
describing the incident, describe what happened immediately after it.
c. Outcome. Describe what the immediate action that was taken to address
the incident and what plans will be put into place in the future to address the
incident. For instance, if the client fell, were they taken to the emergency
room? Will a team meeting be held to address the fall to see if there are
gait issues that need to be addressed? If client taken to ER, were they
admitted or discharged or are we still waiting on that outcome? Was a follow
up doctor’s appointment scheduled?
d. Injuries and Treatment. If there were any injuries, list them in detail,
including measurements for any cuts or bruising. Also, list any treatments
that you or others provided to the client. Did you provide first aid? Describe
in detail. Did the client get assessed by immediate care? Describe the
outcome and/or treatment in detail.
6. Here is what the next two narrative fields look like:
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Let’s look at those two more closely:
a. Other Information. If there is any other information that you think is
pertinent, but just doesn’t fit anywhere else, put it here.
b. Contacts. This field will allow you to add people for this incident report to
be sent to automatically. When you hit the Add+ button, it will bring up this
screen:

Enter in the name of the contact, the date notified, the method of notification
(i.e., phone call, in-person, email), the telephone number (optional), and
their email (optional). Although their email is optional, if you enter it in, the
incident will automatically be sent to the email that you entered after you
save it. After you enter in the information, hit the OK button.
7. Your contact will then be added and the screen will look like this to show that the
contact was successfully added:

If you want to remove a contact, click on their name and then hit the Removebutton. Their name will disappear to show that they are no longer part of the
contact list
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8. The next section is for administrative use only, so you don’t have to worry about it.
When you are all done, simply hit the Save button

How to Check the Time You Worked in AccelTrax
Checking Employee Work in AccelTrax
1. Look at the top part of the screen and find the Employee Information button.
Checking
in AccelTrax
Click itWork
and
select
“Work
Summary.”
It will
look like this:
1. InEmployee
the Employee
Information
drop-down,
select Work
Summary.
1. In the Employee Information drop-down, select Work Summary.

2. Toward the top of the screen on the left you are able to select which Pay Period you would like to view work for.
This2.defaults
current
paythe
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but
you
can up
use
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previous
ones.
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willare
bring
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and
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to look you
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3. Toward the top of the screen on the right is a general breakdown of your hors within the selected Pay Period. In
the example
do noton
have
work
the first
week
of thewithin
Pay Period.
Week Pay
2 shows
thatInI
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the topbelow
of the Iscreen
theany
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is aentered
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your hors
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screen
is aof
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have
8.5
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the
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none
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have
been
approved
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my
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and
I
am
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the example
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I doselected
not have any
entered
first week
of the IPay
Weekany
2 shows
within
the
paywork
period.
Inwork
the the
example
below,
doPeriod.
not have
workthat I
to be
reimbursed
for 5for
miles.
have
reported
8.5 hours
the week, none of them have been approved by my supervisor, and I am expecting

entered for the first week of the pay period. Week 2 shows that I have reported

to be reimbursed
for 5for
miles.
8.5 hours
the week, none of them have been approved by my supervisor.

Ignore the reported miles section, as Sweet will not be using this. “Reported Hours”
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This defaults to the current pay period but you can use the drop down to look at previous ones.

refers
to the
work
that
haveis entered
for the period.
Hours”
mean
3. Toward
the top
of the
screen
onyou
the right
a general breakdown
of your“Approved
hors within the
selected
Pay Period. In
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errors
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are
the example below I do not have any work entered work the first week of the Pay Period. Week 2 shows that I
for8.5
billing.
haveready
reported
hours for the week, none of them have been approved by my supervisor, and I am expecting
to be reimbursed for 5 miles.

4. Below the information mentioned above is a more detailed view of your work,
4. Below
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abovethe
is a pay
moreperiod.
detailedThis
view information
of your work, includes:
broken down by weeks within the
broken
down bymentioned
weeks within
Pay Period.
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5. If you would like to view the Notes associated with the listed work records you can view them by exporting the
needed use.
information.

How to Check All Work Done with a Client
Let’s say that you have a client that gets multiple services here at Sweet and you want to
check out what things other services have been working with them on. You can easily do
this from AccelTrax. Here’s how:
1. While logged into AccelTrax, click on the dropdown at the top of the screen that
says “Consumer Information” and then click on the button that says “Consumer
Work.” It looks like this:
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than yourself.

Consumer Work shows you all of the work for a selected consumer, including work the was en
than yourself.
1. From the Consumer Information drop won at the top of the screen, select Consumer Work.
1. From the Consumer Information drop won at the top of the screen, select Consumer

Viewing Consumer Work in AccelTrax

Consumer Work shows you all of the work for a selected consumer, including work the was entered by employees other
than yourself.

1. From the Consumer Information drop won at the top of the screen, select Consumer Work.
2. Select the Consumer from the drop down in the upper left corner of the screen. You will only be able to select
from the Consumers in you My List.
2. Select the Consumer from the drop down in the upper left corner of the screen. You w
from
the Consumers
in you
Myview
List.a different date range, change the Start
3. The time frame defaults to the current
month.
If you would
like to
2. It will then pull up this screen:
3. Work
The time
frame defaults
to the current
month.
If you would like to view a different da
and End dates and then click on Get
to repopulate
the information
listed
below.
and End dates and then click on Get Work to repopulate the information listed below
2. Select the Consumer from the drop down in the upper left corner of the screen. You will only be able to select
from the Consumers in you My List.
3. The time frame defaults to the current month. If you would like to view a different date range, change the Start
and End dates and then click on Get Work to repopulate the information listed below.

3. Select displayed
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• The Date the work was on, along with the Start and End times of the visits.
• What Task, or service, was provided.
button. It will then repopulate information. This information includes the following:
• What Task, or service, was provided.
• Progress
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• The
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• Progress Notes.
• Whether the work has been approved by a supervisor or not
• Odometer Readings for replorted mileage.
The screen looks like this:
• Whether the work has been approved by a supervisor or not.

5. If there were any Goals reported there will be a right-facing arrow to the left of the line. By clicking on the
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5. You can also easily export the progress notes into an easily readable spreadsheet
that can assist with writing quarterly reports and checking client progress. To do
this, you just need to hit the button that says Export on the far right:
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This will then automatically download a spreadsheet of the information to your
computer’s downloads folder.
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Task Code and Goals Glossary
Administrative Task Codes (Not Related to Client Billing)
0010 Meetings: Use this task code if you are a DSP documenting a quarterly, annual,
or other team meeting.
0020 Training/Shadowing: Use this task code if you are a DSP or administrator who is
training or job shadowing.
0030 PTO: Use this task code to report any paid time off (PTO).
0040 Paid Holiday: Use this task code to report any paid holidays.
0050 Peer Mentoring: Use this task code for any peer mentoring to report. This
includes behavior consultants who are serving as peer mentors and
music/recreational therapy peer mentors who are overseeing internship
experiences.
0060 Documentation: DSP’s use this task code if they are working on creating a
document, such as a high-risk plan or quarterly report. Also, this code is used if
a DSP was unable to write their session notes during the workday due to no
internet connectivity and has to write them when they get home/back to the
office.
Behavior Support Task Codes and Goals (Task Elements)
2000 BG10: Level 1 work. This includes supervision and consultation with behavior
consultants, as well as review of behavior support plans.
3000 BMAN Onsite: Behavior consultants essentially use this task code for any
in-person work. This task code includes the following goals/task elements:
● Attending psychiatric appointment with client
● Conducting FBA
● In-person annual meeting
● In-person BSP training for staff
● In-person client training in behavior techniques
● In-person consultation with staff, family, housemates or others
● In-person meeting regarding team collaboration toward BSP
implementation or other behavioral issues
● In-person observation of client and/or environment
● In-person quarterly meeting
● In-person training with staff, family, housemates, or others on BSP/behavior
strategies
3001 BMAN Consultation: Behavior consultants use this task code essentially for any
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Remote (i.e., not face-to-face/in-person consultation or meetings. This task code
includes the following goals/task elements:
● Consultation with human rights committee
● Consultation with level 1 behavior consultant
● Email consult
● Peer review of FBA and/or BSP
● Remote client training in behavior techniques
● Remote consultation with psychiatrist, physician, or other medical
personnel
● Remote consultation with staff, family members, roommates or others on
team
● Remote meeting regarding team collaboration toward BSP implementation
or other behavioral issue
● Remote observation of client and/or environment
● Remote training with staff, family, roommates, or others on BSP/behavior
strategies
● Telephone consult
3002 BMAN Paperwork: Behavior consultants use this task code for any documents
that they are working on. This task code includes the following goals/task
elements:
● BSP development, including compilation of data, research specifically
related to the creation of a client’s BSP, and the actual writing of the BSP
● BSP revision
● FBA development, including compilation of data, research specifically
related to the creation of a client’s FBA, and the actual writing of the FBA
● FBA revision
● Internal audit of BSP and related documents
● Quarterly report
Music Therapy Task Codes and Goals (Task Elements)
4000 MUTH Onsite: Music therapists use this task code for any work related to
in-person work with clients and/or their family/team members. This task code
includes the following goals/task elements:
● Demonstrating therapy techniques to family or team members
● Group music therapy services
● Individual music therapy
4001 MUTH Planning and Development: Music therapists use this task code for any
activities that are not therapy sessions, but still client specific. This task code
includes the following goals/task elements:
● Planning, reporting, and write-up of services
● Team meeting to plan/report on music therapy goals
Recreational Therapy Task Codes and Goals (Task Elements)
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5000 RETH Onsite: Rec therapists use this task code for any work related to in-person
work. This task code includes the following goals/task elements:
● Group recreational therapy services
● Individual recreational therapy services
5001 RETH Planning and Development: Rec therapists use this task code for any
activities that are not therapy sessions, but still client specific. This task code
includes the following goals/task elements:
● Planning, reporting, and write-up of services
● Team meeting to plan/report on recreational therapy goals
PAC Task Codes and Goals (Task Elements)
6000 PAC: DSPs use this task code for any PAC service. This task code includes the
following goals/elements:
● Assistance with chores
● Assistance with correspondence or bill paying
● Assistance with errands
● Assistance with leisure activities
● Assistance with meals
● Assistance with personal care
● Assistance with shopping
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What Needs to Be in My Incident Report?
Certain types of incident reports need specific information. This table easily spells out
exactly what information is needed for these specific types of incident reports.

Type of Incident

What Needs to Be Included?

All Incident Reports

Explain in detail exactly where event happened, who was
present to witness, what happened prior to the event, during
the event, and after the event, including any medical or other
interventions used. Remember: it is always best to give too
much detail than too little.
§ Give extensive details of the event, including what
happened before the behavior, possible stimulus
triggers, all non-physical de-escalation techniques
attempted and/or if they were effective, and what
happened following the behavior.
§ Were any physical interactions used to keep client or
others safe? If so, what type, did other staff members
assist, and what was the duration of the interactions?
§ Were there any injuries as a result of the physical
interaction with the client? If so, give a detailed account
of the location of the injury, take a picture(s) of the injury,
and note if any first aid was administered. The picture(s)
needs to be sent to your supervisor.
§ Who witnessed the physical interaction? Please list
other clients by HIPAA name and others by their full
names.
§ Was a behavior-related PRN medication used and if so
what type/dosage? Who approved the behavior-related
PRN to be used? Note the person, date, time, and
means of contact. Was the behavior-related PRN
medication effective?

Behavior-related
Incident

Fall

§
§
§
§
§

What was happening right before the client fell?
Did you spot a reason why the client fell or did they give
a reason?
Exactly where on the body did the client make contact
with the floor?
Were there any injuries sustained during the fall? If so,
describe and note if any first aid was given.
Did the client require a medical evaluation after the fall?
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High Risk Issue

Injury

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Medication Error:
§ Medication not
given at all
§ Given at
incorrect time,
§ Wrong dosage
given
§ Medication
given to wrong
person
§ Medication
administered
wrong route

§
§
§
§

Medication Refusal

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Medication
Documentation Error

PRN Medication
Given Related to
Behavior

§
§

§
§
§

Describe the incident in detail.
Was first aid given? If so, describe in detail.
Was outside intervention needed, i.e., EMS called or
client taken to ER/immediate care?
Describe the injury in detail, including approximate
measurements of the injury and exactly where it is on
the body.
Was first aid given? If so, describe in detail.
Was outside intervention needed, i.e., EMS called or
client taken to ER/immediate care?
If the injury is of unknown origin, when did you discover
it and who did you notify?
Medication name and dosage
Date and time that medication was due
Date and time that error was discovered
If applicable, give the name of staff on duty that the error
occurred
Who was contacted immediately about the error? Nurse,
supervisor, loved one, etc.?
Note any medical interventions that were used due to
the error, if applicable.

Reason why client refused
Number of times prompted to take medication
Medication name and dosage
If applicable, who was notified of the refusal?
Medication name and dosage
Date and time that documentation error occurred
Date and time that documentation error was discovered
State detailed reason why you know the medication was
given, but was for some reason not documented on the
medication administration record.
Note every intervention used to address the behavior
prior to the medication being given and why the
medication was given
Who was contacted for permission for the medication to
be given? Parent, supervisor, or did the client ask for
the medication to be administered?
Medication name and dosage
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PRN Medication
Given NOT Related
to Behavior

Seizure

Date and time that medication was given
Did the medication seem effective?
Who was contacted for permission for the medication to
be given? Parent, supervisor, or did the client ask for
the medication to be administered?
§ Medication name and dosage
§ Reason for administration
§ Date and time that medication was given
§ Did the medication seem effective?
Describe the details of the seizure, including the behavior
before seizure, possible triggers, what happened during the
seizure, parts of body affected, types of movement, and what
happened afterwards. In addition, note the following:
§ Duration of the seizure
§ Did client sustain any injury during the seizure? If so,
describe in detail and describe any first aid if
administered.
§ Was a vagus nerve stimulator (VNS) used? If so, how
many swipes and was it effective?
§ If PRN medication was used, note what type and dosage
and if it was effective.
§
§
§
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